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graphic arts afford the children the means of thinking
concretely. . . .
" Theatrical work, properly taken in the school, can have an
incalculable educational value. . . * Music also trains the atten-
tion and teaches children to follow such complicated processes
as the execution of musical works	Arts work must acquaint
the children with the best examples of the artistic heritage left
by the pasts using for this purpose all possibilities—museums,
theatres, concerts, and, in small towns or villages, reproductions
of pictures, wireless, and their own performances in clubs, etc.
The school must also make examples of modern proletarian art
an integral part of the children's consciousness, of their habits
and their life. . . .
"Art and music in the secondary schools must be taught
systematically, in accordance with the age peculiarities of the
pupils. They should be given, though not a large, yet an im-
portant amount of knowledge in arts and an acquaintance with
the many phases of life.
" The graphic arts must teach the children the importance of
printing, including illustrating, and acquaint them with the
making of books and with the technique of printing. Similarly,
a definite course has to be taken in the grammar of music	*
" The methods of work, themselves based in a great measure on
collective activity, are educating the children in collectivism.
They teach them how to subserve their will to the good of the
collective, to unite their own forces with the forces of others.
They lead to a conscious discipline essential for the attainment
of the agreed collective aim. Well-executed music by a large
choir, a well-produced play, the well-arranged and carefully
executed artistic decorations of the school for a celebration, are
evidence of a high discipline among the pupils, which enables
them to unite their forces and firmly and unbendingly carry out
the decision taken. The well-planned arts self-activity of the
pupik in the school will give a definite direction to their creative
instinct and initiative, and will teach them to fill their leisure
wife varied and independent activities, the stimulus towards

